Boom Box pitches
down gong and cymbal
sounds to highlight the
camera moves featured
in TMNT.

SOUND LIBRARIES

IN THE MIX!

When combined with custom recordings, commercial sound libraries
are helping sound designers deliver some unique and powerful results
BY JENNIFER
WALDEN
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ove them or hate them, one thing
is certain — commercial sound
libraries provide easy and inexpensive access to useful and hard-to-get sound effects. When sound designers use them in
combination with custom recordings and
creative layering and processing, those
raw commercial effects, available to anyone, are transformed into unique sounds
that not just anyone can make. Jeff Shiffman at Boom Box Post says, “The libraries
we’re purchasing are recorded by some of
the best sound recordists and engineers
around. I trust them for their recording
expertise and I trust myself to take those

sounds and make something different
and interesting happen with them.”
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES
Jeff Shiffman has been the supervising
sound editor/sound designer on Nickelodeon’s animated series Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles since Season 1. Recently, he
and supervising sound editor Kate Finan
opened Boom Box Post (www.boomboxpost.com) in Burbank, CA, conveniently
located just blocks away from Nickelodeon and other animation studios. With a
focus on design, they provide creative
sound services for animated series,

films, and interactive media. Boom Box
Post has four Pro Tools 11 audio suites
networked together via an Apple AirPort
Time Capsule. In addition to sharing
videos, and sessions, Shiffman notes,
“The editors we work with are expected
to create original material for our series.
We have our library of original sounds
networked to foster an environment of
shared creativity.”
For an upcoming episode of TMNT,
Season 3, Shiffman describes a scene in
which a main character is injured and another character has to heal the injury using supernatural powers. Shiffman chose
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Shiffman (left) and Finan
(below) recently opened Boom
Box Post in Burbank, CA.

a musical approach, pulling big Taiko drum hits and cymbal rolls from the Pro
Sound Effects Hybrid library that he pitched down and warped to create an
otherworldly sound. “When I use sound libraries, I very specifically use them for
more musical builds, rather than for nuts and bolts sound design,” he explains.
Shiffman additionally selected several drones from the Hybrid library, layering
them to create chord-like structures. “To be perfectly honest, there is a decent
amount of fluff in the Hybrid library, but the musical elements and drones are
top-notch.”
Shiffman also pulled big drum-like hits from the Cinematic Metal — Construction Kit by Boom Library. He says generally Boom Box Post tends to
get more use out of the low-frequency impacts from construction kits versus
already built sounds. And if an object is small enough to hold, it’s typically
recorded in-house. “If we’re using something from a library it’s because it’s
too large or cumbersome for us to record without a whole lot of planning and
execution,” he says. “The Cinematic Metal — Construction Kit gives us all of the
pieces, pristinely recorded. It’s basically a blank slate for us to build from.”
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles uses very dynamic and fluid camera movements, says Shiffman. Instead of pulling a library whoosh, Shiffman pitches
down gong and cymbal rolls to create low, chesty rumbles that highlight the
camera moves. He uses Soundminer for effects management, often utilizing its
built-in pitch shifter before sending the effects to Pro Tools.
To pitch the drone effects in this scene of TMNT, Shiffman chose the Waves
SoundShifter plug-in because it allows him to effect both pitch and time compression/expansion, as well as adjust the pitch intensity over time. Shiffman
also used the Waves Doubler plug-in to add a chorusing effect, and Avid’s ReVibe to add a big, roomy ring-out on the drones. “For this scene, I did a lot of
pitching and layering to create something new, instead of running the elements
through any intense plug-in chains,” he says. “Overall, the sound was supernatural, but it had to sound naturalistic too, almost like monks chanting.” Shiffman
says the scene provided a great opportunity to be creative with the tools at his
disposal. “I could create drones or I could record instruments, but in our work
flow we have to keep things moving along. The library sounds were malleable
enough for me to create something really different and interesting.”
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SOUND DESIGN

Sound designer Gregory
Hainer (far right) relied
on fluttering sounds
from Sound Ideas and
Hollywood Edge
libraries to create the
bee's wing flaps in
Plants vs. Zombies 2
(above).
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PLANTS VS. ZOMBIES 2
When sound designer Gregory Hainer,
owner of Scorpio Sound (www.scorpiosound.com) in Los Angeles, was contracted to help create sound effects for
Plants vs. Zombies 2 (iOS/iPad), he was
told, “You have to have a quirky, sarcastic sense of humor to be able to design
for this game.” Developed by PopCap
Games, Plants vs. Zombies 2 features
a soundtrack that is part realistic and
part cartoony, with an added dash of
unexpected. Hainer was asked to create
effects for a few very different sounding levels. His sound design for the Zen
Garden level, which takes place inside
a green house, is very organic-based,
with a bit of an odd twist. “There is a bee
that flies back and forth until he’s either
prompted to pollinate the plants below
or he goes into a boredom-induced bee
hibernation state,” explains Hainer. Additionally, the potted plants below need
to be watered to make them grow and
produce jewels to be collected. “I had to
design sounds that would give the appropriate reward or emotional response
while also making sure they did not become annoying if played repeatedly.”
In contrast, Hainer’s work on a Far
Future level, where alien zombies are attacking using super-slow space tractors
with shields, is more sci-fi based. He describes the tractors as having retractable
arms with metallic clippers that are used
to cut and nibble through obstacles like
giant pies. “This level is more sci-fi based
but still incorporates a good deal of mechanical elements that contribute a lot of
the functional character and personality

required,” says Hainer.
To create the main bee-buzzing sounds
for the Zen Garden level, Hainer ended up
recording his own voice. “I couldn’t find
anything in a commercial sound library
that was the right fit for the bee,” he says.
“I went into my VO booth, took a deep
breath, and made long buzzing sounds
with lots of variations.” He also voiced other
bee sounds, such as the bee-snoring and a
questioning "huh" sound for when a player
clicks on the bee. In Pro Tools, he layered
the vocalizations with organic effects, cartoon effects, and musical elements.
For the bee’s wing flaps, Hainer experimented with layering realistic elements,
like the shuffling of cards and various
fluttering sounds from Sound Ideas and
Hollywood Edge libraries, with cartoon
sounds, quirky sounds, and custom
sounds. “The bee also does a little excited loop-the-loop when he pollinates and
little magic honeycomb-pollen things
come off him. I had to create sound for
that movement as well,” says Hainer.
After the bee pollinates the plants,
they begin to grow. Hainer combined
the Foley of rustling plants with stretchy,
rubbery cartoony effects to create a
plant growing sound that was not too
real and not too silly. He chose classic
cartoon sound effects from the Warner
Bros., Hanna-Barbera, and Hollywood
Edge libraries. All of his effects, from
custom recordings created for previous
projects to commercial libraries, are managed using Soundminer.
With only a few weeks to work on
Plants vs. Zombies 2, Hainer had to
quickly find the right tone for his sound

design. Whether organic or sci-fi, the
sound effects still had to fit in seamlessly
with the overall quirky Tim Burton-like
aesthetic of the game. “One of the
things that was so challenging about
designing for this game title was that it
really doesn’t sound like anything else,”
concludes Hainer. “I basically had to pull
everything out of my hat for this one.”
UNCERTAIN
New York-based freelance sound designer/re-recording mixer Jacob Ribicoff
(www.linkedin.com/pub/jacob-ribicoff/16/1a9/448) designs and mixes
both narrative features, such as the 2015
Sundance Film Festival favorite Me & Earl
& the Dying Girl, and documentary films
— most recently the Anna Sandilands
and Ewan McNicol-directed documentary Uncertain, which premiered at New
York’s 2015 Tribeca Film Festival. Ribicoff
observes that New York filmmakers
generally prefer natural, realistic sound
design that adds an element of emotion to the soundtrack. “Whether it’s an
urban story, on the ocean, or up in the
mountains, it’s not enough to just take
the actual recordings from those places.
They want to have an emotional impact
underneath the sound,” he explains. As
was the case with Uncertain. The film
tells several interwoven character stories
set against the backdrop of the local lake
in Uncertain, TX, being taken over by a
floating fern called salvinia. Ribicoff’s
challenge was to give that plant a sinister
bearing. “You see the surface of the lake
with these floating plants about half the
size of your fist. As the film progresses,
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Ribicoff (pictured) used the
Blastwave FX Bugs! Library on the
documentary Uncertain.

the salvinia is choking out the life,
the fish, in the lake.”
Back in 2010, Ribicoff helped
judge a sound design competition
sponsored by Blastwave FX and
Avid. As a perk, Ribicoff received
the Blastwave FX Bugs! Library, full
of close-up recordings of insects. “It
has pretty amazing, creepy insect
sounds, like you have something
crawling on your skin,” he says.
From the Bugs! Library, Ribicoff
found the sounds of maggots,
worms, and slimy insects, but when
played straight, they were much too
fast and frenetic and high-pitched. “I
started thinking if I slowed it down,
it might work.” Using a combination
of Soundminer’s pitch shifter, the
‘vintage’ Pitch Shift in Pro Tools 10,
and EQ via the Digi Channel Strip insert, Ribicoff created a much slower,
watery, low-end effect that was the
perfect compliment to the natural
environments captured on-location
by sound mixer Steven Bechtold.
“Steven did an amazing job of
recording the actual ambience on
this lake at different times of the
day,” explains Ribicoff. “I was able to
really draw from those recordings
and then bury these sound library
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recordings within them.”
Ribicoff feels that one of his
most invaluable tools for sound
design is Soundminer. Everything
he’s collected and created over the
years is consolidated into one library.
“I’m accessing sounds through one
huge Soundminer database so I’m
not paying attention to where these
effects are coming from,” notes Ribicoff. He auditions and flags sounds in
Soundminer, then layers, processes,
bends, twists, and stretches them in
Pro Tools. Ribicoff, who’s been working in Pro Tools since the early '90s,
says, “I have every bit of confidence
that if I can just get it in Pro Tools,
then I can make anything happen.”
JEEP WRANGLER POLAR VORTEX
Ad agency Doner, Detroit worked
with the Santa Monica division of
bi-coastal sound and music composition company Elias Arts on the :30
Jeep Wrangler Polar Vortex TV spot.
Elias Arts tapped award-winning
freelance sound designer Jay Nierenberg, owner of Sublime Sound
(www.sublimesound.tv) in Los
Angeles, to craft the sound design,
including a chaotic cyclone of snow
and ice caused by Jeep Wrangler

X Edition joyriders doing donuts in
the snow.
After more than 25 years in the
biz, Nierenberg has amassed nearly
five terabytes of custom recordings
and commercial library effects,
which he manages using Soundminer. Nierenberg says he prefers
custom recordings, only turning to
commercial libraries when absolutely necessary. “Like a lot of other oldschool sound designers in the industry, who pride themselves in trying
to create things that are unique,
I’m not just using sounds from
sources that lots of other people
go to — at least not without having
done something special with those
sounds in some way,” he states. For
example, the swirling winds in Polar
Vortex combine recordings Nierenberg captured himself from multiple
locations in upstate New York and
California, with recordings his colleagues captured in Alaska.
He layered those winds with previously-recorded Foley of debris, ice,
and snow sounds in Pro Tools 11 and
used the Waves PS22 plug-in to manipulate the stereo image, creating a
swirling sensation for scenes inside
the storm. “I tried to make drastic
changes to the stereo imaging so
that you really felt the movement
using just the stereo environment,”
Nierenberg says. In addition, he
used the Waves Doppler plug-in
to create a sense of snow and ice
flying through the air.
When the Jeep stops, the storm
suddenly dissipates. Nierenberg’s
challenge was to take a raging storm
and have it end believably in a span
of three seconds. Editorially, he created the de-escalation by cross-fading powerful, heavy winds into light
winds layered in near the end of the
storm. He also extended the light debris effects over the scene to cover
the last remnants of snow falling. For
processing, he used Avid’s Vari-Fi
plug-in to quickly slow down the
heavy wind sounds. “Vari-Fi was the
most effective way to sell the storm
stopping. It allowed me to bend the
wind sound down to give the illusion
that the storm was dying in a threeto four-second span,” he says.
The spot opens with news announcers whose broadcast signal is
affected by the storm. Nierenberg
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Freelance sound
designer Jay Nierenberg
created "chilling" sound
design for Jeep Wrangler's Polar Vortex spot,
managing various sound
effects via Soundminer.

experimented with Avid’s D-Fi plug-in
suite, including Lo-Fi and Sci-Fi, as well
as utilized Avid’s EQ III, to create the effect of interference while still maintaining
intelligibility. “We were trying to get the
right effect of a voice that was cracking
up, coming in and out, but we had to do
it in a way where you understood every
word,” says Nierenberg. In addition to
processing the dialogue, Nierenberg admits he used a commercial library effect
of radio tuning. “The client was really in
love with the radio tuning idea so I had
little bits and pieces of radio interference
and tuning to make sure that we were
getting the sensation that the channel
was changing.”
THE SEA OF TREES
Independent re-recording mixer Beau
Borders started his sound editorial
career at Skywalker Sound. He feels an
editorial background is a vital asset for
re-recording mixers in today’s crossover workflow of audio post for feature
film. “In the past, sound editors would
design and assemble, and then pass
their material on to the mixer and be
done with it. The mixer would then take
Borders, who co-mixed
The Sea of Trees, used
Pro Sound Effects.
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over and carry everything through the
print-master. But now there is just so
much back and forth between sound
mixing and sound editing that it’s hugely beneficial when the sound editors
know how to mix and the sound mixers
know how to edit,” he says.
Borders, who recently co-mixed
director Gus Van Sant’s film The Sea of
Trees (premiering at Cannes this May),
says he’s often involved on a film from
an early stage, cleaning and temp mixing
Avid tracks and working with the sound
editors as they’re building tracks for the
picture editor and director to preview
against a cut. “It’s great because I’m able
to be in the cutting room with the sound
editors, laying out the path for the rest of
the mix. All the material is very familiar to
me by the time we get to the pre-dubbing and the final mix.”
During his sound editorial days at Skywalker Sound, Borders says he had access
to one of their most powerful tools — the
Skywalker Sound Library. “Their library is
phenomenal. It just gets better and better
with every project they work on,” Borders
says. When Borders switched from sound
editing to mixing independently, he no

longer had access to that resource. “It was
super scary to just not have that safety
net of amazing ingredients at your fingertips at all times. But as a sound mixer,
I’m relying on the sound editors to come
to the table with all the goods.” Though
he was able to survive without a library,
he recently got involved with Pro Sound
Effects, which he says solved all his sound
editing worries. “Pro Sound Effects can
basically customize a library for you and
it shows up on a hard drive with all the
invaluable metadata, and it’s organized,
and it’s everything that you need. My fear
of living without the Skywalker Sound
Library has ceased now that I found Pro
Sound Effects.”
When he needs a certain sound, or
set of sounds, Borders prefers to have a
member of the film sound crew capture custom field recordings, but with
shrinking budgets and schedules, field
recordings are the first thing to go. “It’s a
rarity that we can actually put somebody
out in the field to record custom sound,”
says Borders. “That’s sad. I prefer the
organic quality of using the real, natural,
raw sounds. If you just had the perfect
recording to begin with, you wouldn’t have
to rely on all the processing and manipulation.” In a pinch, Borders says, Pro Sound
Effects comes through. “If I need a kit of
World War II airplanes, for example, they’re
going to have it. It’s kind of like having a
sound designer on call at all times.”
Borders observes that film schedules
that allowed for months of audio post
can get condensed to merely weeks, and
crews are constantly shifting from studio
to studio. That’s just the nature of the
business changing. “Now we have to look
at prerecorded libraries and places we
can pull sounds from. Pro Sound Effects
is great because they have well-organized, searchable databases and it’s all
right there ready to cut. I feel like my
safety net is back,” states Borders.
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